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The grid,which is intituled the third era internet application after the traditional 
Internet and WWW, is a new type of contributed supercomputer technology.The aim 
of the grid is to integrate the whole internet into an enormous super-virtual computer, 
and to virtual the resources spreading in different locations into a super-power 
informational system, and then all the resources in the Internet can contact by each 
other, which implement the all-sided share of many kinds of resources containing 
computer resource, memory resource, communication resource, software 
resource ,informational resource, knowledge resource and expert resource , etc. 
Nowadays, the new military revolution which is characterized by the 
informationization is uprising around the glogal. It has strategic meaning to accelerate 
the new military revolution for our country and army by making use of the newest and 
the highest technology. establishing the safe、efficient military grid according to the 
grid technology is a shortcut to accelerate the army’s information construction. 
Military grid is a “system of system” , which agglutinated by replying on grid 
technology, it can intergrate all the military powers into a organic whole, and  
support the information  platform of integrated joint operations , the military powers 
are the sensors of sound, light, electricity, magnetic and other,the  communications 
facilities, the warring weapons, and so on. It is a multiplier of military force. 
Military grid is an advanced technical method to implement information warfare. 
Its construction and application will bring about a series of changes and influences to 
the battlefield enviroment, to the army’s information construction. 
Papers on the first part discusses the grid technology. Firstly, it introduces what is 
grid, and why need grid, and then introduces systemly the grid architecture, grid 
management, grid performance evaluation and optimization, and so on. The chapter 
about grid management, focus on  the function and implementation of management 
models which include information management model, resource management model, 
data management model, communication and security management model, job 














Papers on the latter part researches and discusses the grid technology’s 
application in military. The sixth chapter about military grid, introduces the 
components of military grid, studies the problems facing on military grid, and brings 
forward some suggestions on our Military Grid construction. The seventh chapter 
analyzes how Military Grid influences the battlefield, researches and discusses deeply 
that the Military Grid’s application will bring influences on command department, 
command system, the organization of military power, warfare method, warfare 
effectiveness and battlefield defences and so on. The eighth chapter researches and 
discusses how Military Grid influences the army information construction. The 
discussed contents include many aspects, Military Grid requires to innovate military 
thought, and how to draught the development of informational weapons and 
equipments, how to accelerate the adjustment of army’s organization and system, how 
to promote the development of exactitude logistics and equipment guarantee, how to 
accelerate warfare trainning and military theory research, etc. 
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